
“Putting Wi-Fi in schools; allowing cordless phones that radiate constantly to be manufactured; 

placing wireless baby monitors near an infant; using a wireless tablet, smart phone or computer 

while pregnant; holding a cell phone next to the head and keeping a cell phone in a bra or hip pocket 

or under a pillow; placing cell phone antennas near homes, schools and on hospitals; metering 

electricity, water and gas with wireless smart meters and designing smart appliances for the home 

will be viewed by future generations as dumb technology generated by greed for a population that 

is largely ignorant of the consequences.  We need to protect the health and wellbeing of future 

generations, because without them there is no future!  If we don't do it . . . who will?”  Dr Magda Havas, 

PhD, Environmental and Resource Studies, Centre for Health Studies, Trent University, Canada. www.emfscientist.org 

 

Did you know? 

EMF Unleashing Retroviruses 

Dr Dietrich Klinghardt contends the real cause of chronic disease is retroviruses being 

unleashed by chronic exposure to Wi-Fi radiation. Viruses deeply embedded in the DNA for 

probably millions of years have been silenced by our different wonderful administrative 

mechanisms that we have in our cells. The real culprit is that these retroviruses, once they are 

unleashed, once they are self-duplicating, cause symptoms very similar to AIDs, referred to as 

AIDs minor. He also contends chronic exposure to EMF has also damaged our immune system 

by damaging our microbiome. 

Klinghardt comments every patient he ever tested who had a diagnosis of electro-sensitivity 

turned out to test positive for Lyme.  Bugs (chronic infections) think they are being attacked 

and they step up their biotoxin production and virulence the moment one enters any 

electromagnetic field. Lyme disease leads to demyelination - nerves lose some of their 

protection – and the nerves become much more readily affected by electromagnetic radiation 

          https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GvX1cv6V-PE&feature=youtu.be 
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